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1.

HEAVY MOLECULES

Most known interstellar mole ules are small and have their lowest transitions in the millimeter
wavelength range. Heavier mole ules have their lowest transitions in the mi rowave range and are
espe ially prominent at the low temperatures that hara terize many dense mole ular louds. Moreover, low frequen ies are ru ial for identifying heavy mole ules. Any individual heavy mole ule has
low abundan e, and in the plethora of lighter mole ular lines at mm wavelengths they fall below
the onfusion level. But the lighter mole ules don't have low frequen y lines, so the low frequen ies
are free of onfusion and heavy mole ules stand out learly and unambiguously.
While any individual heavy mole ule has low abundan e, there are many possibilities for forming
diverse kinds of heavy mole ules. Therefore, the total mass residing in heavy mole ules might well
be high|in dense mole ular louds, heavy mole ules and dust grains might well soak up more
heavy elements than the more ommonly observed light mole ules.
2.

GALACTIC AND EXTRAGALACTIC ASTROCHEMISTRY: PRECURSORS
TO LIFE?

The past few years have seen fas inating results from spe tral s ans and targeted mole ular sear hes at mi rowave frequen ies. In the Milky Way, Kalenskii et al. (2004) s anned the
yanopolyyne peak in TMC-1 from 4-6 and 8-10 GHz and observed about a dozen heavy mole ules,
about half of whi h were new dis overies. Heavy anions have also been dis overed here; these disoveries have ki ked o the explosively emerging eld of heavy anioni hemistry in dense mole ular
louds, dis ussed below.
Astronomi al mole ular spe tros opy isn't on ned to the Milky Way. They should be visible in external galaxies, too, parti ular under the exoti onditions and rampant star formation
hara teristi of ULIRGS. Salter et al. (2007) and Ghosh et al. (2007) used Are ibo to begin a
spe tral s an in the ULIRG Arp 220 from 1.1-10 GHz and dis overed several new mole ules, inluding the pre-bioti CH2 NH (methanimine) and possibly HCOOH (formi a id). Methanamine is
a pre-bioti mole ule whi h an play a part in forming gly ine, the simplest amino a id, either indire tly through ombining with hydrogen yanide (HCN) and then rea ting with water mole ules,
or dire tly through ombining with formi a id (HCOOH). The methanamine in Arp 220 appears
to be a kilomaser or a megamaser, similar to the OH megamasers in many ULIRGS.
We see ourselves at the beginning of a new eld: extragalati astro hemistry. Heavy mole ular
spe tros opy is a developing subje t, with new results from the terrestrial laboratory leading the
way to astronomi al dis overy, whi h in turn feeds ba k to point the dire tion for future lab work.
This inter hange represents the best s ienti tradition: an intimate, ri h inter hange between the
sky and the lab. It unders ores the need for sensitive spe tros opi surveys in the GHz range
be ause only they an provide de nitive and unambiguous mole ular identi ations, free from the
onfusion of the forest of lines from light mole ules at mm wavelengths.

With all these new dete tions of large mole ules, we see on e again the prin ipal nding of
mole ular astrophysi s: dense louds in spa e ontain an astonishingly ri h olle tion of both
familiar and exoti mole ules in various states of ionization and ex itation. It means that there are
many more ways to build large organi mole ules in these environments than have been previously
explored. These add to the number of paths available for making the omplex organi mole ules
and other large mole ular spe ies that may be the pre ursors to life.
3.

POLYCYCLIC AROMATIC HYDROCARBONS|PAHs

Laboratory mole ular spe tros opy is now exploring PAHs (Thorwirth et al. 2007); see Figure 1.
PAHs are known to be ommon in the ISM be ause their vibrational and bending modes produ e
easily dete table IR lines. As a result, PAHs have long been re ognized as highly important
for ISM heating, not just in dense but also in di use regions, where their heating dominates all
other me hanisms. They might also play important roles in astro hemistry, parti ularly for heavy
mole ules. They might also produ e the unidenti ed 3-20 m IR bands, the di use unidenti ed
visible absorption lines, and even the 2400 Angstrom UV absorption bump.
However, these IR lines hange very little from one PAH to another, so it has been impossible
to take an inventory of interstellar PAHs. Mi rowave spe tros opy o ers the possibility to take
this detailed inventory. Currently, laboratory spe tros opy data exist for an enaphthene (C12 H10 ;
Figure 1), an enaphthylene (C12 H8 ), and uorene (C13 H10 ). The lowest rotational transitions are
in the GHz range and are now a essible with large radio teles opes. Reliable transition frequen ies
an be al ulated from the entimeter- into the millimeter-wave regime to probe both the old and
warm mole ular obje ts, but identi ations are always more reliable at lower frequen ies be ause
of the mole ular line onfusion problem at mm wavelengths.

Fig. 1.| Laboratory rotational spe trum of the PAH a enaphthene at 8.4 GHz.
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4.

HEAVY MOLECULAR ANIONS: MODERATORS OF THE MAGNETIC
FIELD IN STAR FORMATION?

The past year has seen a remarkable development in mole ular loud hemistry: the insurgen e
of heavy anions su h as C6 H (M Carthy et al. 2006) and C8 H (Brunken et al. 2007; Remijan
et al. 2007) as important interstellar onstituents. Until re ently, all the astro hemi al rea tion
networks have ignored anions. This an no longer be the ase.
The impa t of these anions on star formation may o er a radi al new insight into the the
magneti eld's role in star formation. The anions have soaked up otherwise free ele trons, whi h
redu es the ondu tivity, de reases the degree of magneti ux freezing, and in reases the rate of
ambipolar di usion|all of whi h make star formation easier and faster within dense mole ular
louds, a trend that vitally in uen es the star formation pro ess.
These anions are dis overed in two widely di ering environments. One is the nearest and
most proli mole ular gold mine, the \ yanopolyyne peak" in Taurus Mole ular Cloud-1. This
nearby reservoir of old, dense gas o ers terrestrial astronomers the ri hest sour e of mole ular
dete tions that are not in uen ed by massive stars. At the opposite extreme is the stellar envelope
of IRC+10216, an unshielded warm stellar envelope subje t to intense IR ux. The presen e of these
anions in widely di ering environmental onditions indi ate that anions are not only surprisingly
abundant in parti ular environments, but reside in almost all dense environments with temperatures
and radiation elds that range from shielded old louds to unshielded warm gas. The rami ations
for the magneti eld's in uen e might be surprisingly widespread.
It might seem paradoxi al that the rst mole ular anion in spa e is larger than nearly all the
neutral mole ules that have been found and larger than all the ations. But size onfers stability,
and the ross se tion for ele tron radiative atta hment in reases with size to favor the formation
of large ions (Lepp & Dalgarno 1988a, 1988b). Another ru ial fa tor favoring Cn H is the unusual
stability for large even n (odd n mole ules are not so stable). The anions possess an ex eptionally
high ele tron binding energy, whi h strongly favors ele tron atta hment. The isoele troni nitrogen
analogs, Cn N , may also be plentiful.
These re ent dis overies are the result of a program of laboratory measurements and a realization
of the importan e of a new formation me hanism for heavy mole ules and their anioni ounterparts
(Wright et al. 2006). In forming the anions, the rst step is to form their un harged mole ular
ounterparts. This is initiated by the ombination of C2 H2 with C2 to form C4 H; and then eforth,
the repetitive su essive ombination of CnH with C2 . The next step is the ele tron atta hment
to form the anion, C6 H + e ! C6 H + h . With these heavy mole ules, there is a high density
of vibrational states whi h are available to dissipate the ex ess energy of formation by photon
emission. Spe tros opi and quantum onsiderations, together with the large dipole moment of the
anions, make their lines strong and easy to dete t.
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5.
5.1.

INSTRUMENTAL NEEDS

The Need for Complete 0.5-10 GHz Spe tral S ans

The feedba k between observers of the sky and experimenters in the lab traditionally goes two
ways: astronomers provide unidenti ed lines and frequen ies; experimenters provide identi ed lines
and frequen ies. Performing a spe tral s an over the 0.5-10 GHz range with existing equipment
is a prohibitively time-expensive proposition be ause at most teles opes the widest band is . 100
MHz; there are ninety- ve 100 MHz hunks in the 0.5-10 GHz range! Mu h better is to over the
range in one 9 GHz or two smaller hunks, saving observing time by two orders of magnitude. In
old regions, line are narrow, parti ularly for heavy mole ules; a frequen y resolution  1 kHz is
appropriate at the lower end; somewhat wider is a eptable at the higher end. For the full 0.5-10
GHz range, this amounts to & 107 frequen y hannels.
We envision a number of these s ans: one in TMC-1, one in IRC+10216, one in Arp 220, and
few more in sele ted Gala ti regions and a tive galaxies. Sensitivity is paramount: with su h
overage one ould spend a few tens of hours on ea h region, produ ing exquisite sensitivity that
should allow exploration of anions, PAHs, and numerous other heavy mole ules, both known and
unknown.
5.2.

Teles opes and Wideband Spe tral Coverage

We envision these observations o urring at either, or both, the Allen Teles ope Array and
Are ibo. Only Are ibo has the point-sour e sensitivy needed for external galaxies, and only the
ATA has the ombination of angular resolution and eld of view required to observe, simultaneously
over wide bandwidths with high spe tral resolution, Gala ti mole ular louds where the positional
on entrations of heavy mole ules are unknown.
Covering the 0.5-10 GHz spe tral range in one or two hunks requires either a 20:1 or two 4:1
bandwidth low-noise re eivers. The 20:1 bandwidth is part of the urrent design of the Allen Teles ope Array. Are ibo envisions the possibility of 4:1 bandwidth re eivers as a future development.
5.3.

A Wideband, High-Resolution, Interferen e-Resistant Spe trometer

Covering the 1-10 GHz spe tral range in one or two hunks requires a apable spe trometer.
It seems impra ti al to pursue a single spe trometer that overs the full range: not only does
this push modern digital ele troni s, but it also makes the spe trum sus eptible to strong interferen e o urring anywhere in the band. A number of smaller-bandwidth spe trometers with the
abovementioned spe tral resolution is appropriate.
6.
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